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Introduction 

The moon is a location that has been a 

prospective  area of future inhabitants. The 

ability to colonize on the moon, even for a 

short period of time, would be an amazing 

feat in science.  To have a chance at 

inhabiting the moon, colonizers would need a 

great extent of advanced technology and 

plentiful resources.  Researchers have been 

studying the actual possibility of  colonizing.  

To colonize, an extremely sturdy and strong 

structure is needed.  We have analyzed 

research conducted that concerns possible 

areas of shelter on the moon.  Scientists 

believe that lava tubes could be the answer.   

Methods 

The scientists that conducted this research 

used modeling techniques to experiment the 

stability of a lunar lava tube. They used 

finite element models. These were built 

using Abaqus software. They looked into the 

stability of the structure under certain lunar 

conditions that could occur. They simulated 

tubes that were formed in lithostatic or 

Poisson stress states. For the Poisson stress 

state, they let the simulated structure go 

under lunar gravity boundary conditions ,at 

the lateral edges of the model.  To simulate 

a lithostatic stress state, they ran a self-

compression simulation.  After they ran 

these, they observed and repeated the 

processes.  They also simulated regional-

scale tectonic strains. To do this, they made 

the edge of the model move laterally, based 

on a percentage of the total width of the 

model. Each run’s percentage varied 

between models.   

Conclusion 

Results 

The scientists found that the thickness of the lava tube’s roof and the pre-existing 

stress state determine the maximum size of a lava tube to be considered stable or 

quassi-stable. The results showed that without considering the effects of regional tech-

tonics; a lava tube that is 50 m under the moon’s surface could stay fully stable at a 

width of up to 3.5km.  For the quassi-stable simulations, the tube could be 5.25km 

wide with a roof that is 200m thick. They found that the largest size a stable or quassi-

stable lava tube can be varies depending on the relationship between the roof 

thickness of each tube. The stress state assumption also contributes to whether the 

lava tube is considered stable. They also found that a lithostatic stress state leads to 

stresses in the roof of the tube. These stresses are compressional throughout the roof’s 

thickness. The lava tubes with a Possion stress state can’t remain as stable as the 

lithostatic stress.  The relationship between the tube’s roof thickness and tube stability 

is more complex than that of the tubes with a lithostatic stress state.  They also found 

that the lava tubes are more likely to fail due to compression rather than tension.   

Definitions 

Lithostatic Stress: This is where the 

horizontal stresses, at depth, are equal 

to the overburden stress. 

Poisson Stress: This is the material’s 

direct elastic response to overburden 

stresses. 

Lunar Lava Tube: These form when a 

channelized lava flow forms a roof 

either through the development of 

levees or the formation of a superficial 

crust. 
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David M. Blair, et.al 

In this study, scientists tested the strength of 

lunar lava tubes under certain conditions. The 

scientists simulated for two different kinds of 

stresses. By using Elasto-plastic finite element 

models and the Abaqus modeling software to 

test the stability of lava tubes of various sizes 

appropriate to the lunar maria, the researchers 

concluded that vacant sublunarean lava tubes 

may be able to remain stable under certain 

conditions. They calculated material failure of 

the lava tube’s roofs. The primary factor which 

allows large lava tubes to remain stable is the 

arched shape of the roof. This leads to a 

compressional stress state throughout the roof 

under gravitational loading. The size of the 

largest extant vacant lava tube on a given body 

may be limited by the manner and scale of 

their formation or by erosional processes that 

decrease the durability of larger tubes. 

Abstract 

We analyzed the findings of 

researchers looking into the stability 

of lava tubes. If lava tubes are found 

reliable enough, they could be a 

possible shelter for colonists on the 

moon. The researchers looked into 

certain stresses the tubes would 

face and what qualities were 

favorable of the tube to be 

inhabitable.  


